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Why is photosynthesis a good idea? Because, otherwise, it's easy to think that plants are boring. They just don't seem to be doing anything! They stay in one place and grow so slowly that we can't see them moving. They don't hunt, hide, fly, build houses, don't communicate, and don't do anything that fascinates us about other living things. But plants have a secret! Inside this calm
exterior, they busily work on a complex process that feeds the entire planet: photosynthesis. Photosynthesis Science Lesson Sneak Peek Inside a sheet of photosynthesis comes from the Greek language and means put together with light. While we humans try these days to use the energy of the sun to power our homes and vehicles, every green leaf in the world makes the most
of the solar energy to collect food from water and carbon dioxide. Carbohydrates, which they make in this process, form the basis of the food chain - plants (and some photosynthetic bacteria and algae) are the only producers of food; All other living things are consumers, feeding directly or indirectly on food produced in photosynthesis. But that's not all - photosynthesis is also the
main source of oxygen that most living things need in order to breathe. So how does it work? Photosynthesis mainly occurs in green leaves (not colorful autumn leaves). The leaves are ideal for photosynthesis because they are usually wide and flat, giving a lot of surface area for light to be absorbed. They are also thin, which means that diffusion of gases such as carbon dioxide
can occur quickly. Leaf cells are full of organelles called chloroplasts, which contain chlorophyll, a pigment that absorbs light. (Chlorophyll absorbs all the red and blue wavelengths of light, but it reflects green wavelengths, making the sheet look green.) Leaves cannot perform photosynthesis without chlorophyll. Some plants have mottled leaves, with patterns of white and green
color. In these plants, only green parts of the leaf can photosynthesize because the white parts do not have chlorophyll. The leaf has all its chloroplasts ready and waiting - what else is needed for photosynthesis? Carbon dioxide - This gas gets through pores called stomat located on the underside of the sheet. The stomat can close at night when there is no photosynthesis, or
during the heat of the day when the plant is in danger of too much water evaporating from the leaves. Water is absorbed by the roots and sent to the leaves through the xylem part of the plant's vascular tissue. Sunlight - The sun provides the energy that makes the process work! When these three elements are present, the next chemical reaction occurs (the light is in brackets,
because although it is for a power reaction, it's not really one of the reacting substances): carbon dioxide and water water → oxygen and glucose (the chemical equation looks like this: 6CO2 - 6H2O - light energy → 6O2 and C6H12O6) Oxygen is released through the stomat in the air, giving us what we need to breathe. The plant usually produces more glucose than needed
immediately, so the extra is stored as a more complex sugar or starch until the plant needs it for growth or for food when it is too dark to perform photosynthesis. (One way to check if photosynthesis has occurred is to check for starch.) In order to use the food they have made, plant cells must perform cellular respiration. Interestingly, breathing is almost completely the opposite of
photosynthesis. The cell uses oxygen and glucose to create water, carbon dioxide and energy. (Our cells do this too, so we breathe oxygen, but exhale carbon dioxide.) Breathing occurs all the time, not just in daylight. You may be wondering how plants produce oxygen for us to breathe when they have to use it themselves for cellular respiration. Well, the rate of photosynthesis is
usually faster than breathing, so the plant produces more oxygen than it needs for itself. It also produces more sugar than it needs right away, which is how it has some left to store. (Many times this store becomes food for us - potatoes, for example, are made from additional stored starch!) So the leaves may not seem like much, but in fact they are one of the foundations of life.
Without them performing photosynthesis, you would not have oxygen to breathe or food to eat... You wouldn't be here, really! Next time you look at the sheet, think about the amazing, complex process that's going on in its microscopic cells, helping to keep you alive. Photosynthesis Project Watch it happen: Photosynthesis science All these busy plants around us, producing what
we need to live and they don't look like they're doing anything. How can we tell if they perform photosynthesis? One way is to see if they are sucking out oxygen, the most important byproduct of photosynthesis. Of course, we usually can't see the leaves producing oxygen, but watch what happens when you use an underwater plant! What you need: What you do: Fill the sink with
water and place a glass in it. Now immerse the test tube in the water so that there is no air in it. Keeping it under water, gently place it on the neck of the funnel. Don't let his mouth break the surface of the water. Lift the whole machine out of the water. You can tip a little water out of the jar so it won't spill. Place the jar on the solar window sill. As soon as the elode starts to
photosynthesis, you will see tiny bubbles appear on its leaves and then up into the test tube. These oxygen bubbles produce photosynthesis! Leave the jar on the window sill for a few hours. Hours. The rate of photosynthesis will vary depending on the intensity of sunlight and other factors, but slowly oxygen will gather in the test tube. When the test tube is about half full of gas,
use a match to light a wooden tire. Gently blow it out again, then immediately lift the test tube straight up and insert the tire into it without touching it in the side of the test tube. The tire must glow brightly, or even break back into the flames! This is proof that the gas you collected is oxygen that is flammable. What happened: Normally we can't see the oxygen produced by
photosynthesis, but when it's produced underwater, it appears like bubbles in water. They float up through the funnel and displace the water in the test tube. The fire needs oxygen to burn, so when you insert the tire, the pure oxygen in the test tube causes it to glow brighter or produce flames. The rate of photosynthesis varies depending on several factors, including the intensity
of sunlight and the temperature of the plant. (Other factors include the amount of water and the concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the air.) You can design an experiment to test some of these variables: for example, will photosynthesis occur faster or slower if you put the elodea in warm water? Data is collected by measuring the amount of oxygen in a given amount of time
when the Elode is immersed in warm water against cold water. You can either mark the level of oxygen on the glass using a wax pencil, or you can use a graded cylinder instead of a test tube and measure more accurately in milliliters. Try to keep other variables constant - it's best if you can run two jars at once so you know they get the same intensity of sunlight. If you only have
one pot, how else could you make sure the intensity of the light is constant? Could you use a light source other than the sun? (This project is adapted from amateur naturalist Nick Baker.) Phototropicurism Obstacle Course without light, the plant can not make its food through photosynthesis. Sunlight is so important to a plant that it will change the way it grows so that it points to
light. It's called phototropicism, from Greek words to light and twist. You can see this from the room: the leaves grow to point to the window. If you turn it around it you will eventually move to navigate to the window again. How strong is this appeal of sunlight? Can a plant grow around obstacles to find light? Time to find out! What you need: Shoe box with a lid A couple of pieces of
cardboard Matte black paint (spray paint is the easiest) Tape Small flower pot or Styrofoam cup potting soil bean seeds What you do: Cut two pieces of cardboard that deep as a box and about 2/3 as wide. Paint inside the box, inside the lid, and two pieces of cardboard with black paint. This will help down to the light of reflection. When the paint is dry, tape one of the cardboard
pieces on the inside of the box, so it extends in the middle of the box. (During the experiment, the box will stand at its end - leave enough room for your flower pot or cup to stand under a piece of cardboard.) Tape another piece of cardboard on the opposite side of the box is a few inches above the first. Stand the box at its end and cut a small hole (the size of a penny) at the top
end. Plant one or two 3/4-inch bean seeds deep in some moist soil pouring into a flower pot or Styrofoam cup. Place it at the bottom of the box and put the lid on. (Make sure the lid fits tightly enough that no light can get through except through a hole at the top of the box.) Keep the bean plant watered and check it once a day to see how it grows. Draw or take a photo as it grows.
What's wrong: Bob the plant grows to the only light source, a hole in the top of the box, even if it means growing around the cardboard obstacles you placed inside the box! The energy it needs to germinate and begin to grow is stored in the seed, but ultimately that food will be all used and the plant will have to do more through photosynthesis. The plant expends energy from the
seeds, trying to find light so that it can survive. (This project is adapted from amateur naturalist Nick Baker.) Other photosynthesis projects photosynthesis what's in a leaf worksheet answers. photosynthesis what's in a leaf worksheet
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